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ABSTRACT

If g(z) is a hyperbolic rational map of degree two which is not conjugate to z2+c
for some c £ <C and J(g), the Julia set of g, is connected, then we show that
the boundary of the components of C \ J(g) are Jordan curves.

1. Introduction

Let g:<C —> C be a rational map. Then g is hyperbolic, if the forward orbits of

critical points of g are bounded from J(g). If g is hyperbolic, the Julia set J(g)

is the set of the points in C which does not converge to an attractive periodic

orbit under the application of g.

In this paper we prove the following:

1.1. Theorem. If g is a hyperbolic rational map of degree two with connected

Julia set which is not conjugate to a polynomial. Then the boundary of any

component of C \ J(g) is a Jordan curve.

A hyperbolic g is J -stable. That is, there is a neighbourhood U of J(g) such

that, for all rational maps h sufficiently near g (d(fr, g) = Max{j/i(z) — g(z)\: z €

<C}), J(h) C h~1(U) C U, and there exists a homeomorphism iph'U —+ C with

*i>k{J(g)) = J(h) and iphog ~ hoiph, on UC\g~i(U). The set of hyperbolic maps

is open, and any two maps in a connected component of the set of hyperbolic

maps are topologically conjugate in a neighbourhood of their Julia sets.

We consider hyperbolic rational maps g of degree two with numbered

critical points C\(g), c2(g), which we shall denote cx, c2 if no confusion can

arise. Let RM2 denote the set of such (</, c\(g), C2(g)) modulo the equivalence

{d, ci(#)> c2(i0) ~ (Togor"1, T(ci(g)), T(c2(g))) , where r is any Mobius trans-

formation. Then RM2 is an orbifold of complex dimension two with exactly one

singular point at (2 »-+ -Jf, 0, 00). We shall refer to an element of RM2 simply

as g. We can talk about hyperbolic components in RM2.



We assume that Ci £ Ui, where UCi = Ui = Ui(g) is the critical Fatou

component. If a is a point in the orbit of c;, we show Ua the Fatou component

containing a.

Using quasi-conformal deformation theory, McMullen [1] proved if g is a
hyperbolic rational map with connected Julia set, then H(g) (the hyperbolic
component on the parameter space , containing g) contains a critically finite
element. There is similar results in [2]. There it has been shown that each
hyperbolic component in RM%, with one exception, contains a critically finite
map, which is unique. The exception is the hyperbolic component containing
z2 + a for all large o. In [2], the hyperbolic components have been classified
into types I, II, III and IV, with type I being the exceptional component. In
view of this, certain branched coverings of C can be classified into types II, III
and IV. If R is a critically finite hyperbolic rational map of degree two, then
R must be type II, III or IV, and lie in a hyperbolic component of the same
type. Conversely, any critically finite rational map which is of type II, III or IV
is hyperbolic.

So now let g be a degree two branched covering with critical points C\, Ci,

and let C\ have period m under g. Then g is:

Type II: if gm-*{ci) - c2, for some 0 < q < m (so that m > 2),

Type III: if gq(c2) — ct, for some q > 1, but c2 is not periodic (so that

m > 2 ) ,

•Type TV: if gn{c2) 7̂  c\, for any n > 0, but c2 has some period s under g.

Throughout this paper, we consider R to be a critically finite rational map

of degree twc of one of the types above. We shall use the integers m, q, s exactly

as they are used in the descriptions of the types above.

Note that if V € <C\ J(g) has period 1, then V must be completely invariant
by g , and so g must be conjugate to a polynomial of form pc = z2 -f-c. Moreover,
as it was known to Fatou and Julia for the hyperbolic case and was proved in
general by Sullivan [4], any Fatou component is eventually periodic. Therefore,
the above theorem implies from the following:

1.2. Theorem. Suppose R is a rational map of type (II-IV), and suppose
J / C C \ J(R) is a periodic component of period m > 1. Then dU is a Jordan
curve.

The proof is in section 5. In fact let h be the return map of U. Then there
is a continuous function ^ from the unit disc D to U such that <p(zd) = hcnp(z)

where d — 4 if R is of type II and d = 2 if R is of type / / / or IV. We show



that the set of the boundaries of the convex hull of <p 1(x)i x 6 OU forms an

invariant lamination (see definitions 1.1 and 1.2) on D. We prove the theorem

by showing that this lamination is an empty lamination.

2. Lamination Theory

The lamination theory has been developed by Thurston [5]. Here we will define

the quadratic invariant lamination and we will extend it to invariant lamination

on two discs. In general a lamination L on D — {z: \z\ < 1} is the closure of the

set of the non-intersecting chords on the interior of D, known as leaves. A gap

in L is the closure of a component of the complement of (J /eL I •

Closure of a leaf / in a lamination L has two points of intersections with

dD, e2ffia and e2jrtfc say. Let distance between points along 3D be measured

in units of radians/2 TT . Then / has endpoints a and 6 on 3D, and we denote /

by [a, b]. The length of I is defined to be L(l) = min{|a - 6|, 1 - \a - b\} .

2.1. Definition. (Quadratic Invariant Lamination): Let L be a lamination on

D and let f: dD —> 3D be given by f{z) = z2 . Then L is u quadratic forward

invariant lamination" (under f ) if whenever,

I. 1<=L and 1 = [a, 6] =* /(a) = /(6), or [f(a)J(b)] € L.

The lamination L is "invariant" if, in addition,

II. I = [a, 6J e £ = » - / = [a + \{modl),b+ \(mod\)\ G L, and there is

V = [a', b'}€L, such that, f(a') = a and f(b') = b.

2.2. Definition. (Invariant Lamination on two discs D\\jD2):Let D1XD2 C
2

C where each D{ is a unit disc. Then we say L is a lamination on two discs

(D1UD2) if LnDt is a lamination on D{ for i = 1,2. Let fy - dDx -* dD2

and f2 — dD? —> dD\ be given by fi{z) = z2, L is "forward invariant" if (I)

in the above definition holds for fi, and is "invariant" if (II) also holds for fn

If L is a forward invariant lamination on D\ UD2 such that

then L f) £), is a quadratic forward lamination on Di. For any forward invariant

lamination L, the map fi of dDi to dD2i(mod3} extends to a map of dDi UL —•

9D2»(mod3) U L. This extension is formed by mapping each leaf affinely to the

leaf (or point) joining the images of its endpoints.

Provided that L is invariant, / , can be extended to gaps as well. There is

not a unique way to extend / , over gaps. Take, for instance, fi to be a map

that maps the center of mass of any gap to the center of mass of its image,



and that each ray from the center of mass to a point on the boundary of a gap
maps affinely to the appropriate ray in its image. If L is an invariant lamination,
define —L = {—/: / £ L}. Similar properties also hold for quadratic invariant
laminations.

We define / to be:

Note that f2 denned on D; is a lamination of degree 4. The image of a diagonal
leaf in a forward invariant lamination is a point and such a leaf is called a critical
leaf. If Di does not have a critical leaf, then there is a central or (critical) gap
for Di containing the center of the disc.

We denote by O+(x) (respectively O*(x)) for the forward orbit (respec-
tively full orbit) of x under R where R as before is of type II-IV.

3. Standard Form of R and Invariant Laminations on M Ua

For a € O±(ci), let Da = D x {a} = {\z\ f_ 1} x {a} (write also Dc, =
D\, DC2 = D2 )• Then there is a continuous map

V>: U D « = D x ( ! ) - ( c ' ) - ^ U ^'

such that,

<p(z, R(a)) ~ Rotp(z, a), if a ^ cx, c2;

<p(z2, R(a)) = Ro(p(z, a), i fa = ci,C2.

The map <p is unique when i?m|t/i is degree 2 where m is the period of Ui, and
is unique up to composition with a rotation by ±4p, if Rm\Ui is degree 4.

Now we define the invariant laminations on Uo€0+(ci) ^« • ^ L is a quadratic
lamination on D\, or an invariant lamination on D1UD2 , then L can be regarded
as a lamination on D x Ot(cx). If Rm\U\ is degree 2, identify £>i with Da by
(z, ci) h~* (z, <a) and use this to map L, from D\ to DQ for all a.

If i?m|£/i is degree 4, identify D a with Dj for

f i?'(c2), if (??i — a) < i < m;

a) , and identify Da with D2 f°r

a = Ri(c2), if i < 0 and a ^ C?+(ci);



by (z, C2) •—• (z, a ) . Call this lamination L again. Then <f(L) is called an

invariant lamination on Uaeo+fci) ^ • Leaves and gaps in the lamination on

Ua€0+(Cl) &a are images of leaves and gaps in \Ja€O+^ei) Da .

If / is a lamination map on D\ U D2 , we also call / the corresponding map
of (J Da, that is, it maps DQ to £>/?(<») by the identity or a map preserving L
and equal to (z, a) H-» (Z2 , i^a)) on the boundary depending on whether a is
critical or non-critical.

4. Construction of Laminations in the Components of C \ J(R)

Suppose the boundaries of UQ are not Jordan curves and let K be the set of the

boundaries of convex hulls of <p~1(x) (x G Uoeo+(Cl) 9Ua). In this section we

will show that K is an invariant lamination with an infinite sided central gap in

each Ua. First a theorem from [5]:

4.1. Theorem. (Separation Properties): Let g: D —* S2 be a continuous map
of the closed disc to the sphere which is an embedding of the interior of the disc.
Let K\ and K<i be inverse images of distinct points in the image of the boundary
of the disc. Then the convex hull of A'i is disjoint from the convex huh of A'2.

So by the above theorem A' forms a lamination on Uago+fct) ^<* wai°h
transfers under ip to Ua€O+(c )Ua-

Let Ga be the central gap of K on Da. For / € dGa, define 7J to be
the simple loop which is the image under <p of the 2 rays from the origin to the
endpoints of /. (See figure (5.1).) Take B[, a big-disc of Ua (associated to /)
to be the component of C \ ji which contains ip(l).

4.2. Lemma. K is an invariant lamination with infinite sided central gaps.

Proof: We have <p o / o (p~l(x) = R(x), so the convex hull associated to x 6
Uo€0+(ci)^a maps to the convex hull associated to R(x) by / , and so K
is forward invariant lamination. Let a be critical, then for x £ dUa, there is
-x € dUat such that, R(x) = R(-x). So for any I € Da, there is -I € Da,
hence K is an invariant lamination as well.

Now we show that the central gaps are infinite sided. It suffices to show that

for a critical point c; € Ui, GCi the central gap of D{ is infinite sided. In fact

if GCi is finite sided, then <p{GCi) is a point in dUCi. That implies c; € dUCi

which is absurd. Q



5. Proof of Theorem 1.2

Before proving the theorem, we will introduce some terminologies and a prepara-
tory lemma. Define Qa = (p(dGa) H dUa to be the main circle of Ua, and let
Dfia be the interior of the disc in C \ Q,Q which contains a. (See figure(5.1).)
We will prove that if A" / 0, then for any a there are / and ft such that,
DClp C Bt C Dila . Then an infinite sequence of components like DQp will arise
which contradicts the fact that forward images of Ua are finite.

1(i,,ii«»' •«»(; • •?•• • ! • ' • •«•

a

Figure 5.1

Note that B\ is not necessarily contained in Ua, and Qa is the closure of

The following lemma is an application of the fact that if a set A maps to
its image homeomorphically by R, then R(A) cannot contain critical values.

5.1. Lemma. If a ^ ci, C2 aniJ DQ^ C

i^^H(^) C DnR(a),

or,

Proof: Since a ^ ci, C2, H: Q^ —• fi^<aj is a homeomorphism. So either both
ci, c2 ^ Z>na or both Ci, c2 € Dfia . For the former, R: DQ.a —* DQ.R(Q)

is a homeomorphism, and so Dfi/tf/j) C D£lR(a), and for the latter, R is a
homeomorphism on a neighborhood of (C\UUcy)UfiQ which intersects Ua. Then
R(Ua)nR(C\DQa) = 0, and since R{Ua) Q £>QR(a), R(C\DQa) = C \ D a R ( a ) .
But cj, C2 are the only preimages of i?(ci) and i?(c2), so i?(ci), iJ(c2) € D£lR(a)
and consequently D0 R ( c i ) , DQft(Cj) C DQR(a). D

We prove the theorem for type II and types III-IV separately. (There is an-
other proof for type III-IV in [3] section 5.4.) Since any component of C \ J(R)



maps eventually to U\, it is enough to show that the components in O (U\)
have a boundary which is a circle. Also a useful observation is that QCl (respec-
tively fic?) map by degree two to their images and since c2 (respectively c\)
cannot be in any big-disc contained in DQCl (respectively DSlC7 ), c2 € C\DQCl

(respectively c\ € C \ DQ,C2).

Proof of type(II): As stated earlier, it suffices to show that K, the lam-
ination coming from the convex hulls of the preimages of points under <p

on Uaeo+(Cl)^^°> i s emPty- I n fact K = 0 when i?(0Cl) = £IR(CI) and
R(QC2) = fifl(cj)- For then the central gap of D\ maps to the central gap
of D2 and vice versa which is true only for the empty lamination. That is be-
cause, in a forward invariant lamination any leaf of length < ^ will map to a leaf
of length > | by application of / and so a non-empty invariant lamination has
a longest leaf L of length > | . In our case, by lemma (4.2), this L must be on
the side of one of the central gaps. But then the image of this central gap lies in
the smaller segment of disc cut off by f(L) and cannot be a central gap.

Suppose without loss of generality that central gap of D\ does not map to
the central gap of D2, that is, suppose R(£lCl) ^ QR(CV) • Then we aim to have
a contradiction by showing that for any ax £ C+(c :) , there exists a2 € O+{c\)
such that D£lQ7 C DSlai . For then by the same condition, there is «3 €. O+(ci)
such that

i cDClai. (5.1)

By induction, an infinite sequence {Uan} will arise which is a contradiction.

By using the last lemma, (5.1) implies if we show that there are a and

such that

(5.2)

(5.3)

We have already assumed that R(QCl) ^ ^H(CI)> S O there is a big-disc Bi
in R(UCl) such that R(ilCl) C Bt, and then in fact, R(C \ D£lCl) C Bt. But
c2 € <C\ Dfici, so R(c2) C B[, and by taking a = R(c2), (5.2) is satisfied.

By analogy with what happened for C\ , (5.3) is satisfied by taking 0 —

R{ci), when R(£lCi) ^ £IR{C2)- SO it remains to show (5.3) is satisfied when
R(SlC2) = fift(C2)- In that case Cl <E C \ DQC2, and R(D£lC2) = D£lRicj). We
already have a = R(c2) € O+(c1), such that, DQQ C Dft^(Cl), then last lemma
can be applied to a{ = /2l(c]), 1 < i < m — q which implies there is 7 € O+(cj)
such that £>fi7 c DQC2. Put /? = R(j), then (5.3) is satisfied. (Because



Proof of types (III and IV): Again we prove that dll where U € O+(Ui) is a
circle. First if QCl maps to itself by Rm , that is, if R(SlCl) = ^R(Cl)>

 t h e n -^ i s

empty, since there is not any central quadratic gap mapping to itself. So using a
proof similar to type (II), we assume that jR(ftCl) ^ $IR(CI) and w e ™m t o s n o w

that for any a <= O+tc^, there is a /? € <9+(ci) such that Df^ C I>i)a. That
is equivalent to showing that there is a such that

(5.2')

Because then for a = iJ'(ci), 1 < i < m, one can use the above Lemma for

showing that there is /? <= C+(ci) such that DQp C DQa. In fact we will show

that there is Up 6 0+{UCl), such that, ^ c C \ DQ,Ci. For then there is a

Bi C DQR(CI) > such that,

For a contradiction assume that there is no 0 €. Q+(c\) such that DQp C
(C\Z?QCl). Then we have Dtta C Z?nci for all a € O+tcj). Moreover, for
a 7̂  ci, both ci, c2 £ Dflo . Let a — R"1'1^). Since m > 1, a ^ ci
and R: D£la —* DQ,R(a) — D£lCl is a homeomorphism. That implies R{c\) €
(C \ DQCl). (See similar argument in the proof of the last Lemma). Therefore,
for /? = R(ci), DQp C (<C \ DUCl), which contradicts our assumption. D

It is worth to point out that if c is not in the main cardioid of the Mandelbrot
set and pc = z2 + c is a hyperbolic quadratic polynomial, then the boundary of
the basin of infinity is not a circle.
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